Dear Students and Parents: Thank you for your purchase. All proceeds support K-12 education at the NJ Sea Grant Consortium. After completing your order, return it to your teacher along with payment in a sealed envelope or zip lock bag. Your order will be ready to take home and enjoy on the day of your trip. See you soon!

NJ Sea Grant Consortium
GIFT SHOP CATALOG

Wishlet Bracelet: Make a wish as you tie it on! Assorted colors, our choice. $4.00 each, Item #2

Bobblehead Turtles: Hand-made, hand-painted. Assorted colors, our choice. $4.00 each, Item #1

Necklaces: Genuine Shark Tooth (Item #3) or Stone Turtle (Item #4), $12.00 each (our choice of color).

Fish-Shaped Carabiner: Show off your love of fish! Our choice of color. $4.00 each, Item #5

Shell Necklace: Great for that summer look! Our choice of color. $5.00 each, Item #6

Dolphin Necklace: Love dolphins? This necklace is for you! $2.00 each, Item #7 (our choice of color).

Turtle Bracelet: Natural cord with Howlite beads. $7.00, Item #8

Shark Tooth Collection: 5-7 million year old shark teeth in a clear re-closeable box. $6.00, Item #9

CHOOSE A THEME BAG!

Desk Set: Pencil, stickers and fish erasers. $3.00, Item #31

School Bag: Pencil, fish erasers, notepad, plus a magnifying hand lens. $5.00, Item #32

Geology Bag: Contains three genuine minerals, Dig into Rocks book and magnifying hand lens. $10.00 Item #33
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Necklace: Show your love for turtles with the Hatching Sea Turtle Necklace $12.00, Item #11.

Mood Ring: Changes color according to your mood. $5.00 each, Item #13

Leather Bracelet: Hand-knotted dark leather band like the pirates wore! Metal twist center. Assorted colors, our choice. $6.00 each, Item #15

Plush Horseshoe Crab: Bring home your own huggable, loveable, living fossil! (Size 14in x 7in) $20.00, Item #18

3" Shark Toy: Fun friend for tub or fish tank, Purple, Pink, Green, Orange, or our choice of color. $3.00 each, Item #14

Nautical Surfer and Sailor Knot Rope Bracelet: Hand-braided, and slips on. Assorted colors, our choice. $4.00 each, Item #12

Wooden Beads Bracelet: Hand-strung, twist closure. Assorted colors, our choice. $2.00 each, Item #20

Eco-Friendly Notebook: This NJSGC logo notebook is perfect for all students. Jot down notes and reminders. 3" x 5" $6.25 each, Item #21

NJSGC Pencil: wooden pencil with dolphins and NJSGC logo. $0.50 each or 2 for $1.00, Item #22

Genuine Pewter Key Chains: Handcrafted, beautifully detailed and will last forever. Choose either Dolphin (Item #24) or Sea Turtle (Item #25), $14.00 each.

Mystery Backpack Pals: Multicolored assorted animals on key ring. They'll go wherever you go. Average size 3.5in x 2in, our choice. $4.00 each, Item #26

Crab Bean Bag: Soft and cuddly multicolor crab, our choice of color. $5.00, Item #28

Sea Star Bracelet: Perfect for people who love the ocean and want to show it. $4.00 each, Item #30 Blue, White or our choice of color.

NJSGC Reusable Straw Boxed Set: Envi. Friendly with NJSGC logo made of wheat straw. $7.50, Item #16 Hand wash only.

NJSGC Logo Mug: Envi. Friendly mug with NJSGC logo made of wheat straw. $15.00, Item #16 A Hand wash only.

3" Shark Toy: Fun friend for tub or fish tank, Purple, Pink, Green, Orange, or our choice of color. $3.00 each, Item #14

Sports Turtle: Sports & turtles fan? Their shell is the ball/sports. Choose Football, Soccer, Baseball, Basketball or our choice. $3.00, Item #27

NEW! Sports Turtle: Sports & turtles fan? Their shell is the ball/sports. Choose Football, Soccer, Baseball, Basketball or our choice. $3.00, Item #27
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